In honor of International Woman’s Day, we have
compiled an informal directory featuring many of
the outstanding women in the international
community in Shanghai.
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AFit Scientific Fitness
(Ultimate Wellness Portal)
Larissa is a marketing and integrated channel
communication expert who has helped top Fortune
500 and new international products grow their
businesses, products and services in China. Some of
the campaigns have won awards in Asia.
Through functional training, she has experienced
personal energy and physique transformation. Now she is the co-owner
of a boutique Wellness and Fitness hub with a holistic approach.
AFit Scientific Fitness (Ultimate Wellness Portal) offers a good
variety of training, to keep your fitness experience effective while
more interesting, including Functional Training and Fusion (Pilates,
Flexibility & Mobility) Sessions are well approved by hundreds of
happy clients – full-time working professionals or household managers –
who wanted to transform their bodies and keep up a sustainable
healthy, happy and fit lifestyle.
Our well-designed “Brand New You Challenge” provide semipersonalized guidance to help individuals start a healthy lifestyle with
a good structure and with group support.
Our fitness community is expat and Chinese friendly, positive,
supportive and international.

WeChat ID:
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
Guo Jingjing may be the most well-known Chinese diver in the last
decade. Guo is dubbed “The Queen of Diving” in China.
She married a successful Hong Kong businessman while living a very
down to earth and simple life. Guo Jingjing did not expect her children
to take over, but she said that she must let the children exercise,
because exercise exercises the spirit of not being afraid of hardship,
which others cannot learn.

Art hub
I am an artist living and creating in
Shanghai. My friend Madlen and I are
two women who started our tattoo
business “Art hub.”
Last year I was listed as one of the 100
powerful women in Shanghai based on my
contribution to charity with my art. I did
a project helping women to cover their
scars that were impacting their view of
their own beauty. I am very proud of this
project and happy to share it with you if
you would like to know more about it.
Right now my tattoo studio is located in Shanghai, on Xinhua
Road and I work by appointment. I work in different tattoo
styles and create original designs. I would like more people to
know about the tattoo service I provide.

WeChat ID: AlinaLevyzT

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
The woman I admire is a 26-year-old girl from Ukraine. I
admire her for being a mother of two children, a creative
designer and founder of a clothing brand. She is also an
art director of three restaurants that she has opened
with her husband. She is a wonderful mother and a real
business woman. She is incredibly beautiful and talented.
Every time I see her social media, I want to achieve more
in my life as she inspired me with her example.

Ascape Living

Baluchon

I am Alice, the founder of Ascape Living.
I believe tables are the best place to
cultivate relationships, make connections
and create memories with the people you
love most. I’m on a mission to help you
design your very own priceless moments.
Table setting is not just for aesthetic
reasons but rather the thought, the
emotions, the love that go behind it. I
rejoice in putting in the extra effort
and going the extra mile.

Nanou Gimonet is a French environmental
engineer, entrepreneur and mother of
two who has been living in Shanghai for
12 years.

Ascape Living provide table-setting
services and consultations for dinner
parties, private events, birthdays, etc.
From creating your ideal tablescapes and
providing design concepts for execution,
to hosting table setting workshops. We
are here to help you create the ideal
canvas for keepsake moments.

Raised in a small town at the seaside in Normandy, Nanou has always been
passionate about nature from a young age and grew to care deeply for the
state of our planet over the years. In her scientific field, Nanou has
witnessed firsthand the impact our consumption habits have on the
planet, landfills at overcapacity, illegal waste dumps, human health
impacts on fragile communities and more.

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
My mother has always been my inspiration as she introduced to
me the world of decorating. Not only is she a mother of three,
she is also an entrepreneur herself. Though her jewelry career is
very demanding, she is a perfectionist and extremely meticulous.
The dinners she host at home are always perfectly prepared and
beautifully presented. From a young age I have been surrounded
by beautiful things. My mother, my role model, can juggle multiple
roles gracefully and without compromising quality. I would not be
the person I am today if I do not have such a mother.

Trained as a geologist in France and
specialized in environmental sciences,
Nanou has worked for 14 years as an
environmental consultant investigating
and remediating polluted industrial soil
and groundwater in Europe and Asia. She
was the manager of a team of male Chinese engineers from 2015 to 2021.

In her spare time, while still working full-time following the birth of her
daughter in 2017, Nanou decided to act at another scale: raising awareness
in the community, showing people that every little step makes a difference.
As a result, she launched her green startup Baluchon in December 2017
proposing cloth alternatives to single-use paper and plastic in people’s daily
lives. Baluchon proposes ethical, local, eco-friendly solutions, showing that
style and sustainability should coexist.

WeChat ID: baluchon official
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
I have always been inspired by strong women, especially in the scientific
fields, still mainly dominated by men. As a geological scientist and
environmental engineer, a domain where you need to get in the field and
get your hands dirty, I have been confronted with gender cliches or gender
bias several times in my studies and career.

Bianca’s
My name is Yan Ting. I am from Singapore and the
founder of the brand Bianca’s. I spent most of my
adulthood in the corporate world. Due to my love for arts
and design, I left corporate life and devoted my last few
years to crafts and started “Bianca’s” in Shanghai, as an
outlet to vent my creative energy. We design and sell
handcrafted bags made from leather, straw and canvas.
We believe hand crafts are still relevant in today’s
technologically advanced world. It is more about striking
a balance between handmade and machine made. You can
buy our products online via the official WeChat account
or visit our website at www.biancas.store.

WeChat ID: Algaia

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
That woman must be one of my ex-bosses, Zoe. She is
strong, fearless, independent, responsible, generous,
kind, clear minded and always has an answer for
everything.

Bisoubébé
Hello everyone, I am Sandi from Hong
Kong, I’ve lived in China for over a
decade.
In Shanghai 2020, I started a brand
called Bisoubébé – a combination of two
French words meaning “kiss” and
“baby.” It expresses our love for our
children and our desire to give them a brighter future by
protecting our planet.
I use my 20+ years of experience in merchandising, marketing
and retail brand management to build and run Bisoubébé. Not
only are we committed to helping people to start and maintain
sustainable lifestyles by providing affordable eco daily
essentials, but we are also a member of 1% for the planet – 1%
of our annual income is donated to non-profit environmental
protection projects.

WeChat ID:
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
A few years ago, I watched a TED talk presented by Zero
Waste pioneer Bea Johnson and was greatly inspired by her
lifestyle. Having spent my entire career working in the retail
industry, this was in direct opposition to the consumerist
environment I was involved in. But, as a mother, I knew
protecting their future home was the right thing to do. I
immediately picked up new habits to reduce waste and sought
to inspire others to be more mindful of how their consumption
behaviors impacted the environment. Soon I discovered that it
was my true passion and decided to promote eco lifestyles
through what I am good at.

Bodylab Dance Center
Oksana Krupikova is the founder and
owner of BodyLab Dance Center, a
dynamic dance studio offering a wide
range of lessons and recreational and
competitive dance classes for both
children ages 4 to 16 and adults.
BodyLab offers dance programs such
as Rhythmic Gymnastics, Hip-Hop,
Ballet, Zumba, Jazz, Contemporary,
Yoga and Fitness classes, as well as
various dance workshops; dance culture
exchange activities and performance
programs are on offer for groups.
BodyLab has three spacious studios
across Pudong and one rhythmic gymnastics club.

WeChat ID: BodylabDanceCenter

Capsule by Juliette
Juliette Capillaire hails from Paris, France. She
has carved a career in the luxury jewelry and
watchmaking industry (Van Cleef & Arpels and
Vacheron Constantin) before exploring her
creative pursuits and guiding her sense of detail
and luxury into her own collections. She founded
Capsule by Juliette in 2016 in Singapore where
she now has a store and in 2020, Juliette moved
to Shanghai, welcoming a new opportunity to
introduce her brand to a new audience.
Capsule by Juliette is a French womens fashion
brand. It offers an effortless chic wardrobe with
a French twist, sleek but always adorned with
feminine details, conscious, utterly elegant,
flattering and very pleasant to wear. Inspired by
Nature and Women, Capsule by Juliette is about
limited collections of timeless & conscious pieces, created to resist the test
of time and trends. They are made in the softest natural fabrics,
respectful of local traditional know-how and printed with eco-friendly and
harmless inks.

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:

WeChat ID: juliettecapillaire

Writer Elizabeth Gilbert: after her divorce she embarked on a
year-long journey to Italy, India and Indonesia. When she
returned, she penned Eat Pray Love, a memoir chronicling the
whole soul-searching trip.

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:

“I’m choosing happiness over suffering.” “I’m making space for
the unknown future to fill up my life with yet-to-come
surprises.”
I choose Elizabeth Gilbert because she used to have very
similar feelings to those I had after my divorce and my
business became even more successful. When you’re suffering,
you don’t have any positive energy to do what you love to do.

Juliette was first inspired by her grandmother – the embodiment of
Parisian chic. Beautiful and always dressed simply, but very elegantly.
“My grandmother taught me the fashion principles that I cherish today:
never wear more than three colors at a time, always wear quality clothes in
nice materials, buy less but only high-end fabrics that are long-lasting and
flattering, like crepe georgette, silk, pure cotton, cashmere… She brought
me to fashion shows and taught me how to walk in high heels. I learnt from
her how to associate colors like black and blue, how wearing white can
brighten your face and red lipstick can be a beautiful contrast to my pale
skin and dark hair. I also learnt about healthy habits like drinking a lot of
water and exercising every day. And if you keep a good balance, you can
still indulge in champagne and parties.”

Choice Fertility
I’m Paula, a Holistic Reproductive Health
Practitioner (HRHP) & fertility awareness
educator intern and the founder of Choice
Fertility. I’m also training as a full-spectrum
doula.
The fertility awareness method (FAM) allows
women to understand their fertility and
become body literate. I teach women how to
observe and chart their fertility biomarkers
and menstrual cycles to gain real insight into their reproductive and
hormonal health. By knowing each day when you’re fertile and when
you’re not, you can use this information to achieve or avoid pregnancy
naturally.
Every woman has the right to know how her body and fertility
actually work so she can make fully informed decisions about her
sexual health and reproductive goals.
Fertility is not just about making babies. Being fertile and having
regular ovulations is necessary and important for our overall health.
It’s something we should embrace, not fear.

WeChat ID: choicefertility
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
The woman who I’m most inspired by is my Justisse College mentor and
fierce women’s health advocate, Jenny Koos.
Through her functional approach that centres the menstrual cycle as a
sign of health, she has helped hundreds of women identify the root
cause of and fix their menstrual and reproductive issues, achieve
pregnancy when other means had failed them and avoid pregnancy
naturally without the need for hormonal and invasive contraceptives.

Cicero Design
I’m Joanne Swift - I was born and raised in the UK but
lived most of my life in Asia. I established Josie Chen
Range in 2010 in Shanghai and Cicero Design in 2015. A
wholly female-owned, run and managed company, Cicero
Design is an international design and consultation house.
We can assist with concept design, retail installation,
product development and production. We also work on all
product lines, men’s/women’s casual wovens, denim wear,
sportswear, leather bags and accessories. We also
specialize in kids wear and swimwear, women’s wear,
evening wear.

WeChat ID: 13524833237

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
The strong women from my family are the most inspiring
- my mother has had a huge influence on my life so I
always aspire to be more like her.

Civillita Art
My Name is Theresa Harwood-Xie. I am the managing
director of Civillita Art. We started as an art shop that
offered workshops while we still offer workshops we have
evolved into an art shop that supports women artists.
There is precious little in terms of advocates for women in
the arts, particularly women who have focused upon
supporting families and husbands and are seeking the time
and space to find their voice. For these women in
particular, Civillita is a platform.

WeChat ID:

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
Hannah Arendt, “Evil thrives on apathy and cannot exist
without it.” We always assume evil exists like a caricature,
when we all know it is infinitely human. Hannah Arendt
understood this because she was intelligent, courageous,
but ultimately, human. A
wonderful political
philosopher and social
observer; she wrote about
ugly things in a beautiful
prose.

culture2go.art
My name is Carolin Billetter, I am originally from Germany and lived in
Shanghai for 10 years. I founded the company culture2go.art in 2009,
offering historical walks around Shanghai. I started as a one-woman
show with a passion for Chinese culture and the skills of being a
teacher and economist. After three years, I expanded my company
with a partner who had done walks herself for much longer than
myself. Now, we are a great team of eight,
seven women and one man. Our walks cover
the whole city of Shanghai with more than
30 different walks, mainly in German and
English. Additionally we offer cultural talks
about Chinese culture as well as art tours in
museums, galleries and art fairs/auctions...
This applies both to Chinese and Western
art. Digital presentations as well as
webinars are also part of our portfolio.

WeChat ID: gh_d886c881b708
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
I got inspired by my partner, friend and Chinese teacher Maja von
dem Bongart. She had been in Shanghai many years before me and
with her profession as a sinologist and her interest in Chinese culture,
history and art, she could offer a broad perspective of knowledge
together with her passion for China, its people and stories. I
discovered my first lanes with her and learned a lot of interesting
details and stories. She offered me an insight into this beautiful city
in a way that I wished to follow into her steps one day. She later
became my partner for several years. Together with her and some
more wonderful women (and one man) who joined our team, we built up
this company to what it is today. Transfering the interest and passion
of Shanghai’s history to foreign residents and visitors of Shanghai in
order to build an intercultural bridge between our different cultures
is our goal. I hope we will be able to continue for a long time.

DoTERRA Wellness Advocate
I am an International
DoTERRA wellness advocate
both here and in the US
markets. I began my journey
three years ago after I began
searching for natural solutions
for relief of upper respiratory
issues. I choose DoTERRA
essential oils for their CPTG
ability. This simply means they
are certified pure tested
grade essential oils. With
these standards set in place,
they can be used three ways: internally, topically and
diffusion. If you are looking for natural solutions for
support, there is an oil for that from abdominal cramps to
workout recovery. Let me know how I can support you.

E’Or SOLUTIONS
I am Jane Lepawah, market
developer, founder and
foreign direct investment
(FDi) advisor of E’Or
SOLUTIONS, Inc.™ ~ an 8year old FDi conglomerate
that builds trans-border
solutions for foreign
brands, businesses and
governments.
www.eorsolutionsinc.com
AND ALSO
Founder of Yi Suo
(Shanghai) Mao Yi Gong Si, a
7-year-old supply chain management/import and export
company based in Shanghai, sourcing for clients all over the
world.

WeChat ID: Loisannrogowyi

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
Inspired by Maya Angelou: “I am grateful to be a Woman,
I must have done something great in another life.”

Both my companies are headquartered in Shanghai (office) and
scaled to Africa (Central Africa). So we operate on two
continents at the moment, with North America in the works.

WeChat ID: or-inc
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
Iman (Beauty and Fashion)

ESTILO
My name is Edda Joyce Garcia; I was born and raised in
the Philippines and moved to Shanghai in 2010. I am a
mum and a busy entrepreneur running my own lifestyle
brand, ESTILO.
ESTILO is a boutique space styling agency that
specializes in event planning, soft furnishings, tableware,
decorative rentals and transformation of just about any
space one can think of. We are passionate about
sustainability and uphold a philosophy of Zero% Waste,
100% Style.

WeChat ID: estiloshanghai

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
A woman I have very high regards for is my eldest sister.
I lost my mum at the tender age of 13 and she was the
one who stepped up and looked after me and two other
siblings. She sacrificed a lot to
be able to fill in my mum’s role
and I would never have been
able to get through the rest of
my childhood without her. I am
truly proud of her and her
achievements. Strong and
inspirational, that’s what she is.

Fernanda Sung Jewelry
My name is Fernanda,
I’m a jewelry designer
and small business
owner. I was born and
raised in Brazil and
moved to Shanghai in
2012, originally to
spend one year
studying Chinese. One
thing led to another
and after a few years
in China I decided to
start my own brand.
Fernanda Sung Jewelry is about creating pieces that tell a story and
keep us connected while being the perfect accessory for any
occasion. With my brand I want to inspire people to see beauty in
everyday life and feel joy in the littlest things. As a creative with
no business background, running my own brand has been an ongoing
learning process.

WeChat ID: fernandasung
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
I’m especially grateful and inspired by my peers, other
independent business owners in Shanghai, for being so open and
helpful. It is difficult for me to name one person because all of
these women have their own incredible stories to tell, but in the
end, what really inspires me is knowing that we can all learn from
and support each other as community. So here’s a big shout out
to Itee and Heather from LOOP, Oway from Si6Do1, Nanou from
Baluchon, Kim from Cukimber, Gosia from Jar Bar, Angie from
AWÜ, Susan from Happy Ink, among many others

Ginger

Fuzzy Kitten Volunteers
Fuzzy Kitten Volunteers (FKV) is a Shanghai-based community
project promoting #adoptdontshop initiative through social
media and cause marketing. It was created in 2021 by
international women who are sharing interests for
sustainability and skills-based volunteering: Beata Dziedzic
(Poland), Daniela Giolito (Italy), Camille Trang (France) and
Ruth Graham (Scotland). FKV specializes in:
- Guiding first-time cat parents on
feline behavior, nutrition, wellbeing
and international relocation
- Matching kittens with new families,
including the introduction of second
cat into a new household (100%
success rate till now)
- Coaching new rescuers on the
adoption process and promotion of
adoptable kittens
To support us, volunteer, or adopt a kitten, here is our
contact: kittensinshanghai@gmail.com
WeChat ID: beatadziedzic
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
FKV was inspired by strong women, dedicated to making
the world a better place: Vicky Halls (feline behaviorist &
author of Cat Confidential &) and Jane Goodall
(conservationist & pioneering English primatologist).

I am Betty Ng, a Singapore native, creative mind and owner
behind Ginger Modern Asian Bistro in Shanghai, serving
contemporary Asian-inspired dishes. We are into our 18th year of
our culinary journey in Shanghai.
Ginger is located in Old Xuhui area’s most idyllic spot overlooking
the leafy public park at the intersection of Xingguo and Hunan
roads. The spacious rooftop terrace is a delightful spot for lunch
and dinner surrounded by lush greenery.
We take pride in bringing modern interpretations of Asian food,
with all-time favorites, laksa, satay, beef pho, phat thai, beef
curry and great salads, including gluten free dishes.
Something dear to me is serving my guests like I serve food to
my family, healthy, lots of fresh ingredients, herbs, quality oil,
MSG-free.
A hip place to gather, with warm and cozy charm, chic interiors
and personal service for our guests to indulge. Bold, colorful
paintings by New York-based artist Basmat spice up all levels.

WeChat ID:
BettyShanghai

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
The woman figure I admire is Mother Theresa for showing us
the true meaning of charity, all her humanitarian efforts ~
from setting up soup kitchens to caring for the poor and dying
destitute, educating the poorest of the poor. Establishing her
order into a global network of nuns and volunteers, operating
hospitals, clinics, homeless shelters and youth centers
rounding the world for the poor, the dying and the unwanted
around the world. She was a courageous being!

Global Friendship

Hand in Hand Family Music

I am Fabiola Benitez and co-founder of an event and service
platform based in southern China. I founded this platform
with my best friend from high school, Rochelle Mathurin.
Both of us are proud women of color.

Hand in Hand Family Music is run by Rebecca Kanthor and
Liu Jian, a couple who love sharing music with kids and
families all over China. We launched our Hand in Hand
International Children’s Music Festival in 2017 to bring
the best bands from around the world making music for
families to tour China. Our newly launched Hand in Hand
Family Rave is a huge dance party for kids and adults,
with a crew of international DJs and dancers based in
China spinning beats to get you moving!
www.handinhandchina.com info@handinhandchina.com

Global Friendship (GF) is a foreign and local community
platform with over 15,000 followers, across our social media
platforms.
Our mission is to build
meaningful connections
together through:
✔️ Social and Cultural events
✔️ Educational & Professional
workshops
✔️ Community Outreach
✔️ Providing Trusted Life
Services
WeChat ID: GFCommunity
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
Growing up, I never really had black leaders or black individuals to
look up to in my community. No people of color as teachers,
coaches, doctors, mayors - but I did have Oprah.
Oprah for me was not only a person of color whom I admired but a
woman who represented struggle and perseverance. She has always
inspired me through her own stories, through the stories of others
and through the legacy she will leave on. My hope is that all of us
can have more women and that of color who are leaders in our lives,
in order to learn more from their struggles and empowerment.

WeChat ID: HandinHand-China

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
We’re inspired by Rebecca’s grandmother Florence
Rappaport. She raised six kids, went back to college at
age 50 and tried to effect social change through her
individual actions. Likewise, Hand in Hand is a way we try
to make change in the way we can, by helping families
share music together and helping families here learn
about the world through music.

Heart to Heart Shanghai
Karen Carrington was educated in
the United States and Switzerland.
She attended university and
graduate school at Vanderbilt
University where she graduated with
high honors (magna cum laude / Phi
Beta Kappa). She has been involved
in many types of professions and
businesses over the years, but was
with First Data Corporation from 1995–2007 in the US, Japan and China
(Beijing and Shanghai) among other countries. She retired from
corporate life as senior vice president of product strategy and alliances
/ business solutions at First Data Asia Pacific in 2007. Wishing to
dedicate herself to helping children in need once she retired, she
remained in Shanghai where she has resided since 2002. She runs (as a
volunteer) Heart to Heart Shanghai – a 100% volunteer not-for-profit
organization that sponsors children from the Chinese provinces for heart
surgery when their families don’t have the means to pay for it
themselves. She has been with the organization since 2007.

WeChat ID: Karen-H2H
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
My grandmother, Gladys Carrington, was (and still is) the most inspiring
woman in my life. She wasn’t famous, wasn’t rich, didn’t work outside the
home and wasn’t flamboyant in any way. Most people would never have
noticed her. But she was definitely amazing in almost every way I can
think of. She had the ability to make everyone think they were the most
important person in her life. She had a heart of pure gold and helped all
who needed it. She was a true believer in education, hard work and
persistence being the foundations through which a person could achieve
anything. Yes, she, my grandfather and my father turned me into a
workaholic (like they were), but it has made for an amazing life with
infinite possibilities. I have never looked back with regret on the course
she helped set me on. Thank you Granny!

Holistic Wellness
Providing HOLISTIC WELLNESS SOLUTIONS for every
member of the family! I’m Carol Tan, USA certified
essential oils health coach & board accredited member of
AADP (American Association of Drugless Practitioners).
In addition to being a holistic health coach, I’m also a
wife, mom of two, animal lover, classical piano teacher,
travel & life enthusiast! Expat in Shanghai for 22+ years.

WeChat ID: Carolktan@gmail.com

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
Professor of international business while I was studying
at the University of Alberta in Canada. She was fierce,
beautiful, powerful, smart and commanded the room in an
environment dominated by men.

IntanDid
Have you ever wondered how to make your
employees happy(-er)?
At IntanDid we help Fortune 500 and
medium-sized companies who care for
their HR strategy. When employees are
engaged, they are performing better and
they feel their work is more meaningful.
Our purpose is to help attract and keep
your Talents in a sustainable way.
So far we have successfully worked with
companies such as BOSCH, H&M, Lindt and
Bolloré on trainings, workshops, keynotes and consultancy projects.
Our consultancy brings support to leaders who want to move their
people’s strategy from ideas to concrete actions: Our team is
passionate about corporate culture. We help our clients brainstorm,
find the right HR solutions and implement them. Together we help
them develop high-performing teams, attract the right talents, build
exceptional workplace culture and align their organizational strategy
to business demands.

iStage Academy
iStage Academy is an independent, bilingual performing
arts organisation, providing high-level musical theatre
training for all age groups. Our program includes triple
threat training: musical theater technique training,
production rehearsal, performances, school projects and
performing arts related workshops and masterclasses
with professional artists. With our comprehensive and
internationally recognized iStage Performing Arts
curriculum, the Academy is devoted to providing students
with an individualized, well-rounded educational
experience, to discover every student’s passion and
talent as well as fostering intellectual curiosity,
confidence, critical thinking and empathy during the
learning process.
WeChat ID: carro_22

WeChat ID: MarionCAMPAN
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
It seems like my grandmother was born at the wrong time in history
for the woman she was: She had always wanted to be an actress, but
her father opposed that idea and she became a teacher instead.
She wasn’t angry: “It wasn’t that kind of era where we would rebel.”
And so, with her passion and grit, she did a great job with her
beloved students. It’s funny because one of her sons (my uncle) is
now a famous actor in France. I believe she saw this as a funny trick
from life.
Later in life she explored her own artistic mind in poetry and
paintings. Her aquarelles are beautiful and her words on paper make
my heart quiver. I keep these preciously with me for she has taught
me that even when life doesn’t run the way we want, it remains a
precious source of joy and beauty.

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
My mother is the person I admire the most, I must say I
admire her determination and hard-working spirit. I also
admire her coolness under pressure and her
thoroughness.

JaR Bar Shanghai, Madame Jolie & Roxx’n Fizz
Hi, my name is Gosia, I am from Poland. I am the
founder of Feeds & Deeds Food Consulting Co Ltd.
The first projects of my company are: Jar Bar
Shanghai, the only modern Polish bar and restaurant
in Shanghai (and China), Madame Jolie and Roxx ‘n
Fizz, two lines of bottled cocktails. I am also former
co-founder, GM and Creative Director of Pierogi
Ladies. I am passionate about the Food and Beverage
industry as it stems from my upbringing in a family of
farmers.
I find my balance and peace of mind in doing different
kinds of sports. I came to China nine years ago for a Cultural Ambassador Program
to learn about Chinese culture from the “inside” by living with a Chinese family and
learning the Chinese language. It was supposed to be just a six-month program but I
fell in love with Shanghai and stayed longer, fulfilling my dream of running my own
business. I am currently finishing my e-book about this unique adventure “Gosia
Unjarred - Tales of Pierogi, Pickles, Cocktails & Branding in China.”

WeChat ID:

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:

Katie and Love Baby Boutique
My name is Nicole and I am the
founder of Katie and Love Baby
Boutique. I saw a void in the
marketplace for baby’s clothing
that was unique and eco-friendly.
So after sourcing the marketplace,
Katie and Love was born.
Katie and Love focuses on bringing the parents the best
in sustainable, hand-made and luxurious inspired products
for their little ones. We carry the everyday essentials
from onesies and bodysuits to blankets. Featuring baby
clothes, blankets and accessories made from natural
fabrics like bamboo, silk and milk protein. We use the
finest materials to create sustainable products that are
modern, practical and sustainably made.

My biggest female inspirations are actually two – my mom and my friend Agata
who inspired me to come to China.

WeChat ID: wingkwok8

My mom has gone through a lot in her life, but she never lost her optimism,
always stood up and kept going and always supported my craziest lifestyle
choices – whether it was a Work and Travel program in Alaska or starting a new
life in China. When I was 28, she told me, “Don’t feel the pressure of society
that you must settle down and do what everyone else is doing. Travel and explore
the world” and she has encouraged me to do since I was a kid by sending me on
different trips and survival camps or even sailing cruise with her former team
just by myself to “toughen up.”

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:

My friend Agata was the first person who inspired me to come to China and learn
Chinese through her stories about her Chinese business trips. She is extremely
charismatic, optimistic and ambitious, open minded. Never stops learning and finds
positive things in everything. She combines the roles of being a wife, mother and
businesswoman. Simply, a woman who enjoys life to the full so perfectly that she
always amazes and inspires me that everything is possible.

A woman that inspired me: Teenage environmental
activist Greta Thunberg. She skipped classes every
Friday to raise awareness about the dangers of climate
change. She is so young yet so brave to stand out in
public to criticise certain countries for not doing enough
to cut carbon emissions. She inspires me that
environmental issues are “everyone’s issue”, everyone
should be aware of it and work together to make the
world a better place.

Kuggie

La Coyota

(formerly Little Ones)
Hi, my name is Sonia, founder of Kuggie (formerly named Little
Ones).
Kuggie offers fresh, nutrition-focused foods for toddlers and young
children. High-protein kids pasta, beetroot apple biscuits and sweet
potato coconut muffins are some of our well known products.
Kuggie stems from my passion for food, nutrition and public health.
Coming from a corporate “big food” background, I am well aware of
the systemic challenges to access fresh, healthy, clean, safe and
sustainable food products. Particularly for babies and young
children, whose every meal shapes their health for life, options are
scarce.
I founded Kuggie in 2020 with one mission in mind: to offer truly
healthy, real food for kids and empower them to grow up healthy,
for a lifetime. We serve parents and little ones across T1 cities in
China, with baby and kids foods that are freshly delivered.

WeChat ID: Littleonesfood

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
One of my industry idols is Matilda Ho, a serial entrepreneur whose
goal is to create more sustainable food systems. She’s the founder of
Bits x Bites, China’s pioneer food tech venture capital investing in
startups tackling global food system challenges. Prior to Bits x Bites,
she founded Yimishiji, a farm-to-table grocery e-commerce platform
that bridges safe, eco food products with end consumers. The
platform is one of the first to advocate and materialise consumer
food education and supply chain transparency.

La Coyota is a 100% Mexican company founded by
Gabriela Fernandez with more than 15 years of
international experience and 12 years of experience
promoting the best Mexican cuisine in China. The project,
which began in 2012, is a growing food company that
currently produces more than 50 different ingredients
and products. Thereafter, La Coyota Taco Bar Concept
was born which is expected to become one of the hottest
franchises in China. The product menu includes burritos,
quesadilla, tacos and nachos, including delicious
traditional Mexican meats like Cochinita Pibil, Al Pastor,
Carnitas, Choripollo, Barbacoa and Vegan options! Our
team is mostly women (85%).

WeChat ID:
lacoyotash

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
Coco Chanel. Chef Gaby admires her because she was
brave and strong, when she was working on her project
she went through very difficult times and defied the
established ideals or points of view about how women
should behave in their daily lives, their clothes and much
more important, business, she opened the path to many
women nowadays.

Lakshmi Designs
My name is Ruby Lakshmi and I am a 13-year-old, aspiring
graphic designer. When I am not at school or doing
homework (!) I design and make both seasonal greetings
cards and wrapping paper. I also customize card designs
and prints if you want to add a more personal touch.

WeChat ID: Maladevi09

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
The women that have inspired me the most since moving
to Shanghai have been Mae from Craft’d and Sarah of Pin
Yin Press. Both have been supportive, encouraging and are
female, self-made entrepreneurs in creative fields, which
is really inspiring to me.

Rita Malvone
Leadership Coach, Consultant and Trainer
Rita is a Shanghai-based leadership coach,
consultant and trainer who creates bespoke
solutions to deliver improved profitability,
efficiency and team dynamics.
Since 2012, she has delivered more than
2000 hours of training, coaching and
facilitation globally. Rita’s clients include
Volkswagen, DHL, CITIC, ICUnet, Guotai
Junan Securities, Miele, Geely, Imagination,
Bristol Myers Squibb and Uniplan. Her
corporate career included leadership roles
at Ford, Unilever and Colgate-Palmolive.
Rita is a passionate trainer and advisor on strategic planning, leadership skills,
negotiating for results, organization development, cross-cultural communication and
more. Clients appreciate Rita’s authentic hands-on style, which, coupled with her energy
and commitment, builds trust, breaks down walls and gets to the core of the issue.
Rita is the president of the Rotary Club of Shanghai and Training Chair for the China
District of Rotary International. She is on the Shanghai Coaching Circle steering
committee and is the IPWS Women Leadership Awards Jury Secretary.

WeChat ID: ShanghaiRita
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
For as far back as I can remember, I’ve been an admirer of Oprah Winfrey. Not
because she is brilliant (she is!) and not because she is famous (nearly infamous!)
or successful (incredibly!), but because she wasn’t afraid to be vulnerable for the
sake of benefitting others. Her openness about her weight loss challenges, her
business failures and even relationship difficulties over the years, have let us see
her not as a celebrity, but as a human. I admire her when she takes a stand; and
I admire her more when she shows her weaknesses. It is in those moments that I
find her to be more inspiring, more compassionate and more empathetic.
I have channeled my inner Oprah when public speaking, sharing my failures and
what I’ve learned from them. I’ve called on her when facing tough challenges – I
ask “What would Oprah do?.” And I have tried to emulate her in bringing people up
with me – sharing the journey through philanthropy, service and continued support
and championing of those who inspire me and whose talent I can showcase.

Loop Swim

Maison Karak

Loop Swim transforms post-consumer PET plastic bottles into
phenomenal UPF50+ sun protective swimwear for women, men
and kids – and recycles your swimsuit at the end of its useful
life. Our mission is to close the loop on waste – in timeless
style.
Based in Shanghai, our co-founders Itee Soni and Heather
Kaye left corporate fashion in 2010 to build their dream
circular company,
demonstrating that
waste is just a
resource in the wrong
place. Welcome to the
Loop!
To sign up for our
email newsletters,
please go to:
www.loopswim.com
WeChat ID: loopswim

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
We both WORSHIP Michelle Obama for living in her
power and bringing people together to make meaningful
change in so many challenging areas. She sees how big the
mountain is and she just keeps hiking. She embodies the
change we want to see and the amazing results when we
invest in our commons.

I’m Maud. I’m French and I
started a clothing brand for
families almost two years ago.
Maison Karak finds its origins
in Senegal where I used to
work as a TV correspondent. It
was only a few years later that
I decided to shift careers and
became a self-taught designer.
The brand takes its
inspirations from travels, using
colorful wax fabric, typical of
Western Africa. The family
matching styles were inspired
from the Chinese families as
family is a strong pillar of the society. I work in a conscious way
with a craftsman in Shanghai, all the pieces are handmade and we
work to use each piece of fabric. From the beginning I wanted to
give back so for each sale Maison Karak gives 10 RMB to EGRC. I
hope the brand can grow well and I can bring colors to my clients
lives and support more and more other girls.

WeChat ID: maisonkarak
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
I recently became a mother so I can’t help but thinking about my
mother as the person I admire the most. Being a mother is both the
easiest and hardest role of a woman’s life. My mother took care of
me and my sister full time while my father was away for work a lot.
She was so committed to us and taught us that anything in life was
possible. She taught me to work for what I want and believe in
myself. I can’t thank her enough for that. I hope I can pass that on
to my daughter.

Mini Traveling
This is Joyce from MiniTraveling!
MiniTraveling is a unique and unusual city guide for
families, to Shanghai’s hidden and lesser-known sights not
seen from traditional media.
Discover the secret beaches, great staycation hotels,
free museums, cutting-edge art and design and much
more. My videos can be found in the WeChat video
channel by searching “MiniTraveling.”

WeChat ID: Joyce05016

Modern Career Woman
Modern Career Woman (MCW) Community was cofounded in 2020 in Shanghai by Ana Zieba (localization
and marketing specialist) and Beata Dziedzic (talent
management specialist and executive coach for
multinational companies). MCW is a diverse and inclusive
network of professionals from various fields, that
supports their career development abroad and helps
them to learn from each other. Its free career
development events include topics such as Sustainable
Career, Diversity & Inclusion Skills, Project Management
and Public Speaking. To become MCW volunteer/
speaker/member contact us
on WeChat.

WeChat ID: beatadziedzic
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
Assistant Foreign Minister, Chunying Hua, a woman full of
wisdom.
I was impressed by her gentle and rational personality
with a firm stand and principles.
Her graceful but fierce style in responding to global
journalists, with incisive and smart answers, in her role as
Foreign Ministry spokesperson, contrast sharply with the
traditional diplomatic style seen in the past. She really
inspires me a lot.

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
As feminists, believing that the world needs more women
in leadership roles, Beata and Ana are inspired by Simone
de Beauvoir, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Jacinda Ardern,
Joanna Bator, Vlatka Hlupic and Tara Mohr.

Modern Littles
Modern Littles curates high quality, beautiful and functional
children’s brands from all over the world.
Childhood should be marked by freedom & simplicity and
many of our wonderful open-ended toys, which double as
decor, will complement your child’s play space.
Most importantly, Modern Littles believes kids are better
off with fewer toys and our high-quality toys will see your
children through many years of adventures.
We can help you design and outfit the perfect little space
for your little ones, whether it’s a nursery, bedroom,
playroom or corner of the living room.

WeChat ID: akopher1

Nomfluence
Rachel Gouk is the founder
of Nomfluence, a Shanghaibased food and drink blog
and is a notable figure in the
food and beverage industry.
Originally from Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, Rachel has
been working in the media
industry across Chinese,
English and cross-cultural
platforms in Shanghai since
2011. She founded
Nomfluence in 2018. In
addition to marketing and
content creation, she is also
a consultant and market
researcher for F&B clients. Website:
www.nomfluence.com

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
I’ve taken so much inspiration not
from any particular woman, but instead from all women
who confidently navigate their OWN path in life.
Specifically I truly admire any female entrepreneur who
has had the courage to make the hard decisions and
navigate it all from creation, build up, growth, downfalls,
wins, losses and everything in between. Throw a family in
that mix and the difficulties increase exponentially.
Creating that balance in life and confidently making those
hard decisions is what I admire so much.

WeChat ID: Nomfluence

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
The woman who has inspired me the most is my mom,
undoubtedly. A single mother of two, who was then and
still is determined, diligent, wise, loving and unwavering.
All the qualities I have to be proud of are because of
her.

NUDE By Korea
This is Farah and Carina,
founders of NUDE By Korea
We create natural plant-based
skin care for sensitive skin.
We focus on simple ingredient
lists and only use natural &
vegan ingredients of the
highest quality. NUDE is our
love letter to the planet, we
want to share our lifestyle and
social responsibility with you all
by making simple but efficient
easy products and help you to
shop with the planet in mind.

WeChat ID: NUDEcare

Nuscents
I’m WeeKean Chin, Malaysian Chinese, living in Shanghai.
I’m the deputy general manager of YouFei Cosmetics, a
local cosmetics company. One of our brands is called
NUSCENTS, the brand name is from New York and the
products are made in Shanghai. We believe that colors
can enrich, enlighten and empower life and make the
world a better place. We believe that our makeup can
materialize your dreams!

WeChat ID: 18621715452

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
Farah: March 8 is a day we get to celebrate the cultural, political, social
and economic achievements of women. I have the pleasure of have badass
women in my life E V E R Y D A Y ! and everyday I am inspired to be the best
version of me by other amazing women: the stay at home moms, the woman
just starting her career, the woman who’s been in it for a while and it is not
afraid to go for what she wants, the woman who fights and stands for
herself, the woman who lifts others up with her amazing positivity. Today I
want to thank each of you out there!
Carina: I get inspired by the women around me. I am lucky that there are
not just plenty of famous ladies in the present or past, but also some
amazing women in my life.
They are the ones that inspire me the most. Every day I see them pull
through no matter what is in their way with tears in their eyes or with a
smile on their face. I can relate to extreme ups and downs especially after
starting my own business. It has been a roller coaster. Nonetheless I strive
to become a better person every day, partially inspired and motivated by
them - my friends, my family and women who don’t even know that I admire
them. Inspiration comes in various unexpected ways and as long as you open
your mind and heart to it you are able to seize those moments fully.

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
I admire Amal Alamuddin because she proved that a
woman can be very smart, capable, career-driven, yet still
can be very fashionable, stylish and beautiful!

Nutrition with Ana
Ana is a nutritionist and entrepreneur and has
been building businesses on the intersection of
health, nutrition and well-being over the past six
years. Ana is the previous managing partner of
Goma, an online shop that offers the best
organic ingredients and utterly delicious healthy
foods.
Besides being a partner of Goma, Ana’s latest
endeavor is Nutrition with Ana, a platform that
provides individuals and corporates with the tools for a happy and healthy
life. Ana’s mission is to help people to feel fantastic, energetic and confident
with their bodies every day of the year. Ana provides regular nutritional
consultations, workshops and coaching both for corporates and individuals.
In her free time, you can find her photographing the streets, joining sports
activities, or creating content for her social media platforms
@nutrition_withana

WeChat ID: nutritionwithAna and gomagreens
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
I was born in a family of fighters where women didn’t rely on anyone to
build a better life. My grandmother grew up without shoes and didn’t go
to school but learnt how to write and read by herself. By the age of 12
she was working at “the rich people’s house” - as she called it. Very soon
she worked her way up and became the manager of the entire staff.
Years later she was managing her own business and everyone in the city
knew her. She used all her wealth to send my mother to the best schools
of Portugal and to give her a better start in life. Speaking about my
mum, she is another living example of resilience. She turned water into
gold and then lost everything. After struggling financially, she got up and
re-built her wealth completely from scratch. My mum is a fearless serial
entrepreneur who always taught her three children to go after what
they wanted in life. Until this very day, she keeps telling us: “Why do you
worry so much? Just do it.”

O’Douce
With over 25 years of experiences in brand management, Cindy
had worked for Sina.com, Longchamp, Europe Group, LVMH, Pierre
Marcolini, K11 Kurosity and GEOX. In 2018, along with three
French partners, she launched O’Douce, a French organic skincare
& ecologic homecare brand. Cindy joined Women Round Table
Trust under Shanghai Charity Foundation in 2015, aiming to save
children with severe illness.
O’DOUCE, French organic brand, aims to promote safe skincare &
homecare products and to increase social responsibility. Taking
care of your family with quality, safe and eco-friendly organic
products. O’DOUCE originates from the French language. O not
only stands for organic and oxygen, but also has the same
pronunciation as water in French. It represents one of the purest
and most important elements in life. Douce means soft and
delicate which is the inspiration behind our logo, a baby’s hand
holding a French chamomile. The first product line is dedicated to
babies and we will continue launching new products for the whole
family with love and vitality. Every O’DOUCE product has been
certified by ECOCERT, the European organic certification body.

WeChat ID: Odouce

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
I find inspiration in a variety of people and things. I would have to
say that the person who has most greatly inspired me has been my
mother. She always had a smile on her face no matter how hard she
worked and she loved everyone. She taught me to be a good person
with a good heart and do good things; be a responsible person and
contribute to society. She was well respected and always gave more
than she received. I try to live like she did, as much as I can.

Ombra

Paper Tiger Shanghai

I am originally from Hong Kong and moved to Shanghai to
start my restaurant business in 2015 (thanks to my foodie
family’s influence!) Before I decided to run a restaurant
business, I trained myself in different fields within the F&B
industry - working in roles from front-of-house in a Michelin
restaurant to back-of-house in an international hotel group to equip myself with enough knowledge. My two restaurants,
both called Ombra, are located in Shanghai and Suzhou,
serving contemporary French cuisine in a comfortable setting
and casual chic way.

I’m Lucy Young, designer/owner of Paper Tiger Shanghai,
an independently-owned gift paper and card studio based
in Shanghai since 2008. I arrived in Shanghai in 2005
with a corporate job in kids-television. I couldn’t find
nice gift paper that reflected the designs of Shanghai or
Chinese culture, so I decided to do something about it.
At first, I thought I could just source it, but that turned
up nothing. Due to a global restructuring at the company,
I left the corporate world and decided to dive-in to
create and produce paper that I wanted to see that
represented Shanghai and Chinese culture and designs.

WeChat ID: fonger003
WeChat ID:
PaperTigerShanghai
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
My mom has been very influential in my life even though she
could be very, very tough sometimes! I was brought up with
lots of yelling but all for good reasons of course. She did not
treat me like a princess, but instead educated me as a decent
human being regardless of gender, which has shaped how I
perceive things today. I never put myself into a fragile
position as a female, but instead I demonstrate both
tenderness and toughness in a characteristic way that has led
me to many opportunities in my career and personal life. So I
truly thank her for being my mom and putting so much effort
to prepare me for the world!

Tell Us About A Woman You
Admire:
So many women inspire me and
so hard to name just one.
Women who work in the community as counselors,
activists, community builders, civic-leaders and with nonprofits. I admire and respect women who devote their
time, skills and talent working in these areas to create
and fight for a better place for all of us to live in,
whether it be right here in Shanghai or somewhere else
in the world.

Parenting Coach & Doula
I’m Miki, half Italian and half Spanish,
I’ve been in Shanghai for five years.
I’m mom of three kids (1 + twins),
Positive Parenting Coach, Montessori
educator, birth and post partum
Doula, specialized in Montessori
method, positive discipline, child
psychology, emotional intelligence and
growth mindset. I work with families
that need to find their balance,
starting from the big changes of the
pregnancy journey, helping parents to
become drama-free, understanding their kids’ behavior and learning new
tools to deal with their daily worries and hassles.
Collaborating with families and schools, I’m available for private
coaching as well as to run group workshops on many different topics
such as: childbirth education, twins pregnancy, breastfeeding, temper
tantrums, kids’ behavior, emotional intelligence, siblings’ rivalry,
collaboration, children’s motivation, toilet learning, separation anxiety,
highly sensitive kids, positive communication, morning & bedtime hassles,
teenagers, screen addictions and many more…

WeChat ID: MIKICV
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
When I think about one of the women that inspired me the most Maria
Montessori is certainly one of those: the first woman who became a
doctor in Italy, a pioneer developing a whole educational method, sciencebased, able to change the traditional idea of teaching. She built a new
concept, setting as main priority the kids’ needs and abilities, in order to
offer tools and ideas to motivate them to learn, supporting them to
become whoever they wish to be. The Montessori method changed me
deeply, showing me the real nature of kids, teaching me to respect them
as we would like to be respected.

Pena Denique
Hello, my name is Denique and this is my story. Created out of love
for calligraphy and penmanship, Pena Denique as the chosen ‘pen
name’ of mine has been born to fulfill that passion. The joy of
having a personalized, handwritten piece of correspondence art is
what Pena aims to provide. As a mother of one, I have left my
professional career to support my husband’s growing career
overseas; ever since that, I have pursued my long-time passion in
Calligraphy.
The beauty of calligraphy attracts my senses, it’s another piece of
art which is well known as “the art of writing.” Working on
calligraphy is not only about how to write beautifully, but also
gives many valuable attributes such as perseverance, patience,
passion and calmness. Combining with my love for watercolor
illustrations, especially floral, I have been creating artwork for
special events and occasions and for keeping as a memento.

WeChat ID: DeniqueAmahBima
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
There are so many women in my life that inspire me, but Lady
Diana Spencer is special. For me, it’s not only about her figure
in the royal family, but in the struggles to be herself fighting
something greater than her is something to look up to. We all
women have struggles to be ourself, sometimes we feel we’re
minority, different, out of place and lacking appreciation. We
couldn’t fit in because our surroundings are intolerance; Lady
Diana was no different from us even though she was born with
many privileges. At the end, she showed us we can be
different and still give values to this world and she was loved
because of that.

“Everyone needs to be valued. Everyone has the potential to
give something back.” ~ Princess Diana

Pinyin Press
Sarah Armstrong is the
founder and designer of Pinyin
Press.
Originally from Scotland,
Sarah graduated from Central
Saint Martins and moved to
Shanghai to work as an
accessories designer for a
Chinese luxury brand. Sarah
founded Pinyin Press with the
aim of creating affordably
priced gifts with crosscultural appeal.
Pinyin Press is a design-led
brand of home accessories, lifestyle products and gifts
known for its illustrative print designs and patterns that
tell a story of everyday life in China. The designs
celebrate Asian culture through hand-drawn illustrations
and quality craftsmanship. Pinyin Press retails online via
WeChat and Taobao shops and in select boutiques in
Shanghai, Beijing, Hong Kong and Singapore.

WeChat ID: PinyinPress

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
My Mum inspires me as she’s the core strength of our
family. She’s incredibly resilient and taught me that hard
work always pays off.

Rinnie Huang
Rinnie is a comprehensively trained pilates
instructor based in Shanghai, China. Rinnie has
studied worldwide in both classical and
contemporary pilates methods and welcomes
learning opportunities whenever possible.
She began teaching in the fitness industry in
2018 and has passionately pursued
certifications in pilates, pre- and post-natal
fitness, rehabilitation and scoliosis.
Rinnie believes that exercise movements
should be fun and functional. She aims to
educate her clients on the essence of the
movement as this will stay with them long
after the session ends and into their everyday life. She believes with
heightened awareness and functional alignment that we can move with
more efficiency and improved endurance and strength. Her teaching
philosophy is to keep classes fun and challenging so that you leave each
class feeling both accomplished and aspirational.

WeChat ID: rinniehuang
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
Sheryl Sandberg. Her book Option B, on how she shared her life experience
losing her husband and rebuilt her strength. Resilience and finding joy.
It teaches us that self-compassion comes from recognizing that our
imperfections are part of being human. Tapping into self-compassion can
recover from hardship faster – don’t beat ourselves up so badly that we
damage our future. Allowing ourselves to be happy – accepting that it is
okay to push through the guilt and seek joy – is a triumph over permanence.
Having fun is a form of a self-compassion – be kind to ourselves when we
make mistakes, we also need to be kind to ourselves when we make
mistakes, we also need to be kind to ourselves by enjoying life when we can.
Tragedy breaks down your door and takes you prisoner. Joy is the ultimate
act of defiance.

Ripplr
Hello. I’m Eva Hsu - creative
strategist & founder of Ripplr Digital
Branding. Taiwanese by birth, I’m an
international citizen who has lived on
three continents – North America,
Asia and Europe. I first visited
Shanghai during a winter vacation
during college years, it was a trip to
see my aunt and cousins while
exploring this massive city. After
working for four years in different
industries and completing a MSc in
Environmental Management from IE
Business School, I have now been in Shanghai for eight years
and consider this city my second home. My team and I work in
the intersection of creative content production and
technology, expanding a brand’s Chinese market presence
while making the brand stick. Guiding clients through China’s
social commerce landscape, why it’s a good idea to have a
miniprogram when you are on WeChat, has been a challenging
yet necessary ongoing task!
WeChat ID: eva_taipei101

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
My mom - Joanne Yang. I learned to become an
independent and confident woman because of her own
examples, guidance and teaching.

Rusto’s Tempeh China
Venny Haryanti, founder of Rusto’s Tempeh China.
Rusto’s Tempeh China is a product of Seastar Foods, a
food company that focus on producing SAFE (Simple,
Authentic, Family, Excellent) tempeh products to each
table. Tempeh is a nutritious plant-based protein source
packed with fiber and vitamins. A traditional Indonesian
food made from fermented beans. Quick and easy to
cook, suitable for the whole family.

WeChat ID: RealTempeh

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
Michelle Obama. She’s got it all! She’s smart, elegant,
eloquent, confident. Her career, charity, family, even her
wardrobe, she manages them well.

SANA Wellness
Kylie Jane is a nutritionist and passionate wellness advocate. In
2020 Kylie founded SANA - a modern wellness brand sharing
nourishing ways to boost and brighten body and mind.
SANA means “a healthy mind in a healthy body”, “radiance”, “work of
beauty.” We believe this is how you deserve to feel.
When you feel well - healthy, calm and connected - you have the
confidence, clarity and courage to embody a brighter life.
SANA aims to inform, inspire and involve individuals along their
personal wellness journeys through content and superfood products
designed to nourish and brighten body and mind, daily.

WeChat ID: SANA Wellness
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
Sara Blakely and Gwyneth Paltrow. Both
women have inspired me deeply in the sense
that they were both thought leaders in their
respective industries (fashion/underwear and
wellness), they questioned and confronted
the status quo at the time and operated from a place of curiosity and
confidence to ultimately inspire and help other women feel good in
their bodies.
They both started their businesses humbly from their homes
(admittedly Gwyneth had more funds and fans to work with than Sara,
but they believed in what they were doing and persevered despite
hurdles along the way. When you’re the tip of the arrow, going first
and doing something different, there can be moments of uncertainty,
fear and overwhelm, especially if you meet nay-sayers along the way,
but if you stay true to you, your truth and your why (purpose), you can
achieve more than you can imagine. That’s what I learnt from them
and hope to carry with me in my journey as a female founder.

Seija•K
Seija•K believes that every woman deserves to feel special, beautiful,
strong, sexy and confident.
This inclusive-size designer brand aims to bring excitement to your
wardrobe.
Each piece is designed with a woman’s curves in mind.
The convertible designs encourage you to change each garment to suit
your personal style, event or mood.
The fabrics are hand-selected by the designer to ensure the best fit
for the modern woman. Small quantity production and focus on design
help reduce waste and promote pieces that you will love for many years
to come.
Inclusive sizing. Convertible
garments. Slow fashion.
#seijakdesign

WeChat ID: Seija00

Tell Us About A Woman
You Admire:
The women I grew up around inspired me.
My mother was a beautiful, kind, intelligent woman who saw the good in
everyone. She was full of love and wore her heart on her sleeve.
My Mummu was a strong, independent, eccentric, fiercely brave woman
who worked hard and opened up a world of imagination and creativity
within me.
My Mémère was a classic, poised, fashionable woman. She always wore
beautiful coordinated dress suits with matching jewelry and hats.
These women helped shape the woman I am today and I am thankful
for their love and life lessons.

Shift
Mindfulness is an essential leadership skill
that promotes motivation and high
performance for individuals, teams and
organizations.
As such, Margie is devoted to and excels in
two key areas: corporate wellbeing and
education coaching for teens.
Since 2015, Margie has been bringing in the
Born@ Google Search Inside Yourself
Program to Shanghai, which is about
cultivating mindfulness and emotional
intelligence in leaders. Understanding that parents and kids benefit
from the clarity and calm that mindfulness conjures; she brings the
same mindset to the kids she counsels on college admissions to top-tier
universities in USA, UK and Canada.
Margie’s services are encapsulated in her company, Shift – focusing on
cultivating mindsets that inspire us to be the best version of ourselves.
As a community advocate, Margie serves as:
Vice-Chair, Kellogg School of Management Alumni Club
Board Member, Northwestern University Alumni Club
Board Member, University of Southern California (USC) Alumni Club

WeChat ID: MargieChiang
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
I admire my mom who is the epitome of a Tiger Mum in the most
positive light. She is small and steely - a force to reckoned with.
And since I can remember, she has fiercely championed her
children – inspiring all of us to show up as the best version of
ourselves - for our family, friends and the flourishing
communities that support us.

SK Royal Nails
Hello! I’m Shaquala King,
founder and CEO of SK
ROYAL NAILS! We are a
luxury press-on nail brand
that is dedicated to going
above and beyond to create a
ROYAL EXPERIENCE for our
queens. We encourage our
Royal Family members to
confidently express their
unique style through fashion
and accessories.

WeChat ID: SKROYALNAILS

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
The most inspirational woman in my life would have to be my
mother, Tiffany. She is the reason I believe in myself and see
the good in others. From a young age, my mother always
referred to me as Princess! “My mother showed me what hard
work, compassion for others and faith looked like. She is
incredibly smart and funny!” She would constantly affirm me
and remind me that I am royalty. It’s because of her positive
words of affirmation that I now want to not only create a
brand, but a product that can tangibly help women feel like
queens and represent royalty.

Social Cloud
Ambra Schillirò was born and grew up in
Catania, Italy. She worked in her first
newspaper and television when she was
18 years old. Coming from a family of
journalists in Italy she has lived,
breathed, studied this field from when
she was just a child. During her job as a
staff writer for Italian daily
newspapers, she acquired hands-on
interviewing and writing skills. Then, by
assuming the position of television
journalist, she experienced a really
different side of reporting, more
prompt than newspaper journalism. Her
articles and tv news appear in a lot of
magazines, newspapers and TV stations
in Italy and China. She has been the
host of different shows, launch events
and press conferences in China.
Professional member of the Italian Journalist Association from 2002.
Member of USSI (Italian journalist sport association) from 2006. In China,
after working for different economic newspaper she started to help other
companies with media relations, press conferences, social media and general
press office. In 2014 she founded the marketing and public relation company
Social Cloud, a PR marketing social media and influencer agency. Social Cloud
is open in China, Italy and the US.

WeChat ID: ambra-schilliro

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
The woman I admire the most is my mother. She managed to go through a lot
of things in her life including losing my dad from cancer and she kept fighting
for me and my brother and she is still fighting now despite the fact that
unfortunately she’s got cancer too. She always stands up and she is the
biggest fighter I’ve ever met in my whole life. For me she represents how
strong a woman should be in her life.

Spare Leash
Hello! I am Erin, from the
United States. I am a
lifelong animal lover and
avid rescuer. For the past
10 years in Shanghai, I
dedicate most of my time to
planning pet events around
town to help spread
awareness and increase pet
adoption, and currently live with five Shanghai rescues. As for
work, I am lucky to do what I love and currently a co-founder
and the CEO of the pet sitting platform Spare Leash. Spare
Leash connects pet owners to verified pet sitters; all pet
services are in a home, 100% cage-free. Offline we focus on
the pet community by bringing pets and pet owners together
through pet-friendly activities and work with multiple rescue
organizations to help promote adoption.
WeChat ID: Spareleash
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
My mom. She wasn’t the typical mom I saw my friends having,
she was strict, but allowed me to make mistakes which I have
grown appreciation for. Time and time again I have learned the
most valuable lessons in life from my mistakes. I can now see
she let me fail only so I could get back up again and learn how
to make the best possible decisions for myself. I am not afraid
of failure because of her and now, being an entrepreneur, this
is one of my most cherished life lessons that helps me make
the best decisions for not only myself but for my company
every day. Thanks Mom!

Strictly Cookies
Hi! My name is
Lexie, and after
graduating from
Harvard in 2010, I
moved to Shanghai
for a job at a
Chinese marketing
firm. Three
months in, I got
bored and quit to start Strictly Cookies!
Strictly Cookies is a China-based, American-style cookie
company specializing in soft and chewy cookies. In addition to
having a cookie shop, delivery and office catering service,
Strictly Cookies is available in over 60 cafes and restaurants
around China. With a mix of classic and creative flavors, we
(endlessly attempt to) satisfy all your cookie needs.
Come visit our shop: 1166 Yan An Xi Lu, entrance on Panyu Lu,
room 103 (next to Columbia Circle) or order delivery through
WeChat (StrictlyCookies 完全曲奇) eleme, or visit our
website www.strictlycookies.com.
WeChat ID: StrictlyCookies 完全曲奇
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
I really admire Constance Baker Motley, who was the first
Black woman to serve as a federal judge in the US, as well as
the first Black woman to argue a case before the Supreme
Court (among a million other things she accomplished).

Studio MAKA
Hi, I’m Mia Cui, mother of two and founder of Studio
MAKA, a creative design studio that provides unique and
experiential programs of design and aesthetic education
for kids and families. The current Fashion Design
workshops we launched have been a success, bringing
freshness and very high quality to the community and to
the market.

WeChat ID: for studio program information:
studiomakaservice / for business collaboration: mia2252

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
There’s not A woman but SO MANY women that I admire
and get inspiration from, every single day. Most of them
are busy and loving moms, having strong hearts and
strong minds to make their dreams come true and make
our world better

Suga’hai

Suga’hai is a tasty business rooted in Creole and Cajun
culture, bringing the rich and authentic taste of Soul food
& American desserts to doors across China, run by Chef
Nikki from New Orleans, LA. We create authentic
American restaurant-quality food that can be delivered
China-wide. Yes, we send the restaurant goodness to you
wherever you are in China!
WeChat ID: sugahai
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
Edna Regina Lewis was an American renowned chef, teacher
and author who helped refine the American view of Southern
cooking. She championed the use of fresh, in-season
ingredients and characterized Southern food as fried chicken,
pork and fresh vegetables – most especially greens. She wrote
and co-wrote four books, which covered Southern cooking and
life in a small community of freed slaves and their descendants.
Thoughts of Edna Lewis help me stay motivated while
navigating as one of the few Black women chefs here in China.

That’s Mandarin
Lisze Siaw, South East
Asian, born in the
Netherlands and here in
Shanghai for five years.
Social and ambitious
woman who always
challenges herself in every
step. Likes to connect with
people and make things
happen. Being in the
marketing environment I
like to learn from others,
but also others learn from me to grow and be a stronger self. Since I
came to China I have always loved the Chinese culture and been involved
in it, whether it is practicing martial arts, culinary Asian dishes, learning
the Chinese language and the traditional culture with their special
celebrations. Am interested to share this path with others who are here
in Shanghai and also want to explore more of the rich culture that China
brings. Feel free to connect with me and collaborate on events or bring
different cultures together. Slogan: “If someone has achieved it, I can
achieve it too!” Lisze works for That’s Mandarin. Founded in 2005, That’s
Mandarin has been delivering excellence in Chinese teaching for over 16
years to more than 50,000 students of different nationalities.
WeChat ID: LiszeSiaw
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
I don’t have a particular woman that I admire. I see in
every woman in my life an inspiration. From my family, to my work,
environment, network, social media and business I have learned from
each and one of them. All are unique in their own ways and each one of
them has inspired me to be the person I am now. Whether you are an
entrepreneur, a mom, a career woman or a family member, you all have
skills I admire and it inspires me to be an inspiring person for others too.

The Shanghai Gift Company

The K’s
My name is Astrid,
founder of The K’s.
I started 3.5 years
ago to make iPhone
K’s with cords or
chains. It makes me
really happy if I
meet people on the
street wearing my
K’s.

WeChat ID:
Alsterlauf

Founded in 2017, The
Shanghai Gift
Company offers
unique gifts with a
Chinese twist. The
beloved brand
features handpoured soy wax
candles, all-occasion
stationery, China
keepsakes and
holiday gifts.
Laetitia Lemin
(owner) has been living in Shanghai with her husband and two sons
since 2016. By day she works full-time for L’Oréal and in her free
time she dedicates herself to building her passion project of The
Shanghai Gift Company, as well as volunteering in the community
with Shanghai Mamas.

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:

WeChat ID: Shanghaigiftcompany

I admire my mum, who had a business, four kids, no ayi
and a husband who did nothing in the household. As a
child I never saw all the work she was doing, this changed
when I got my first child!

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
My mom is my inspiration because she completely embodies
creativity. Although my mom has never owned a business, she is
constantly doing something creative wherever she is. She can create
something no matter what she has on hand, whether it be leaves,
rocks or paint. My mom also has an uncanny gift of being able to see
the beauty in the world all around her. I wish I would have paid
more attention growing up and soaked it all in more! It’s a shame my
mom can’t be with me in Shanghai right now because she would be
the best partner at the markets!

uNic
Hello, I am Nicole, the owner of the brand uNic which is
registered under the Shanghai Guishi International Trade
Co., Ltd. We are an international trading company. The
brand uNic signifies “you are unique,” celebrating the
uniqueness of every human being and our opportunity to
bring unique, handcrafted products into your life and the
lives of those that you care about. Our goal is to connect
with your giving spirit and provide unique gifts for
yourself, loved ones and business associates that will be
memorable and cherished over the years.
Most SEA members know me, not sure if they know my
name, but they know my tablecloths, my Christmas
ornaments or my jewelry.

WeChat ID: 13661411191

Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
Mother Theresa: her kindness, her unlimited willingness
to give and gift without wanting anything in return.

Wobabybasics
After working on various low-cost
housing and sustainable architectural
design projects in Canada, Australia
and Thailand, Sherry Poon settled in
Shanghai in 2001.
Striving to relieve her child’s
eczema, Sherry combined her
background in architecture with a
staunch environmentalist mantra to
start Wobabybasics. Made ethically
in China using only GOTS certified
organic cotton, Wobabybasics is a
thoughtfully designed collection of
children’s clothing (0-8 years) that is committed to quality, fair trade and
the environment.
Sherry founded the Eco Design Fair in Shanghai in 2008 as the city’s first
initiative to provide the general public with green tools and resources.
Today, the Eco Design Fair continues to be a dynamic educational and retail
community event that supports sustainable designers and small local
brands, raises awareness of local environmental issues and inspires all to
make better choices for a more positive & healthy lifestyle.

WeChat ID: EcoDesignFairCN
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
“Despite everything, I believe that people are really good at heart.” Anne
Frank (1929-1945)
Anne Frank is my constant inspiration because she was hopeful, positive
and brave. At only 15 years old and living in the brutal world of Nazi
occupation, Anne Frank wrote her infamous diary sharing her steadfast
belief in people’s goodness and her hopes for peace.
Her message and hope of a better world is timeless – it touches my
daughters now as much as it did when I read her diary 30 years ago. She
embodies traits that everyone needs to keep in mind as we face our own
challenges and work out how to improve our own situations.

Yolanda vom Hagen
Yolanda vom Hagen is a professional
photographer, curator, KOC (key
opinion collector) and life coach
living and working in Shanghai since
2010. Professionally she works in
the fields of Interior, Industrial,
Portraiture and Event photography
with her own company since 2019.
Her personal art works took a shift
in 2015 when she started using
photography as a conscious tool to
take people on journeys of self-awareness and healing. As part of
this new path, she completed training in NVC, Biotherapy and
obtained certifications in both NLP and Life Coaching by ICF. In her
coaching practice, Yolanda combines her creative and intuitive
practice as an artist with the analytical, logical and practical mindset
of a German engineer’s daughter. Tailored to her client needs, she
creates awareness journeys to empower and evoke more acceptance
and understanding towards the self and others and gain new
strategies that lead to their desired image of life.
WeChat ID: Yori2014
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
I admire my godmother for her open-mindedness towards life, new
things, experiences and her love to listen and witness all the ideas
and challenges I share with her throughout my life. I admire her
strength to adjust and deal with the challenges that life brought to
her. Such as living for over two decades with CML (Chronic
Myelogenous Leukemia) and all the limitations and side-effects this
illness is bringing to her. Discipline, care, surrender, love and
acceptance helps her to continuously face the truth, trust and love
herself and others and that is what makes her my heroine.

Myu
Myu, Holy Fire III Karuna Reiki
Master
Tribal Fusion dancer, choreographer
and instructor. The founder of
DanceMandala. She started training
with Rachel Brice, Zoe Jakes, Violet
Scrap from 2013. And she went to the
States for dance training every year
before 2020. She also studied Usui
reiki healing since 2018. Awakening the
Illuminated heart workshop in 2020,
Atma Kriya Yoga in 2020, Philosopher’s
Stone training with Ladan Universal in
2021, and Holy Fire III Karuna Reiki
Master training in 2021.
Myu is rethinking traditional dances,from tribal fusion belly
dancing ,Odissi,popping,Fire dance to modern electronic music
She then created her very own style. The result is a rare,raw and real
expression only using body movements as medium
“It’s all about your authentic self”✨
WeChat ID:
Tell Us About A Woman You Admire:
There are so many women who inspired me, lately I was very influenced
by Kaia Ra, the author of “The Sophia Code,” and I’m going to train with
her (The Sophia Leadership) this May. Her book is so powerful it
activates our divine inner power and remembrance of who we truly are.
Activating our unconditional love for ourselves and to others and to
Mother Earth
So, I’m very fascinated by my spiritual journey now and through
meditation, my life has been changed, my energy has been lifted.
I’m on my way to re-remembering my authentic self, because our lives
are all about our Authentic Self.

